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ARCTIC STAR'S DIAGRAS PROPERTY

Can Arctic Star uncover new discoveries in one 
of the most prolific diamond fields in the 

world?



DIAGRAS JOINT VENTURE

In the map on the left, the Green 
diamond shapes show the 

location of known kimberlite 
pipes. The Blue diamond shapes 
show the location of mine plans 
that have greater than 1 carat of 

diamonds per ton.

The Diagras property is in the 
core of the prolific Lac De Gras 

kimberlite field perched adjacent 
to the the Ekati and Diavik mine 

complex, and straddles the same 
structure that hosts the A21, 
A418, A154S, A154N, pirana, 

Misery, Leslie and Jay mines, or 
propose mines. 



DIAGRAS PROPERTY SHOWING SPRING WORK 2017

Colour patches show Ground Geophysical 
surveys covered in Spring 2017.

(7) Green Dots that are known kimberlites 
are yet to be covered. The Lac de Gras and 

Slave Craton kimberlites demonstrate 
complex emplacement histories with 

multiple kimberlite events and phases. 

Each kimberlite phase can host different 
diamond grades and values. Each 

kimberlite phase can also have different 
geophysical signatures, often non-magnetic.

Magnetics were the principal tool in the 
1990’s. We are trying gravity and EM 
methods to detect missed phases. 



BLACK SPRUCE KIMBERLITE MAG SURVEY 2017

Ground Mag data TMI contours are from the next slide gravity 
image; red arrows point to same targets depicted in the gravity. 
The dots represent previous drilling that targeted the mag and 

ignored the gravity.



BLACK SPRUCE KIMBERLITE GRAVITY SURVEY 2017

Ground gravity data coloured, 0.25 milligal contours. Bouger 
corrected. Yellow Dots: De Beers Drilling. Red Dots: Majescor 
Drilling. Red Arrows point to untested Kimberlite like gravity 

targets.



JACK PINE KIMBERLITE MAG SURVEY 2017

Ground Mag data TMI image – Red 
arrows point to new targets, “Sequoia”. 
Orange ovals depict Kimberlite lobes 

found by Majescor and De Beers in the 
past.

Red dots: Majescor drill collars. Yellow 
dots: De Beers Drill collars. They failed to 
hit kimberlite. Other drilling by De Beers 

hit the southern lobes but the did not 
report them to the assessment files.



JACK PINE KIMBERLITE GRAVITY SURVEY 2017

Ground Geophysical surveys covered in 
Spring 2017.  

Colour image ground gravity results: 
Contours Ground Mag, note gravity 

offset slightly to the west of the mag, 
postulate mag is a late hypabyssal 

feeder?

Red and yellow dots previously drilling. 

Red arrows possible untested kimberlite 
signatures



JACK PINE KIMBERLITE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY 2017

Ground Geophysical surveys covered in 
Spring 2017. 

Colour image Ohm Mapper EM results. 
380m Elev Slice. Contours Ground Mag

Red and yellow dots previously drilling by 
other parties

Red arrow large Untested EM anomaly



SEQUOIA TARGET CLOSE UP

Ground Geophysical surveys covered in 
Spring 2017.  

Colour image Ohm Mapper EM results. 
380m Elev Slice. Contours Ground Mag

Red and Yellow dots previously drilling by 
other parties.

Red arrow points to mag 150nt mag low, 
Feeder to the large Pyroclastic EM 

conductor?

Blue line depicts Diabase dyke mag high 
broken by the Sequoia target, typical of 

kimberlites.

300m by 600m oval is approx. extent EM 
target.


